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The COVID-19 pandemic put employers in an unprecedented position with challenges never
faced before, including now that their doors are (or in most cases can be) open again.
Benefits In the Now is a resource to help them stay on top of group benefits in the pandemic,
as well as other happenings and developments that are part of our new normal.

KEY UPDATES
RIDING THE BENEFIT WAVES: A WESK WEBINAR WITH
DEB WIEGERS ON WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9TH

COVID-19 has impacted almost every part of the world and our lives. Join Deb Wiegers
on a journey through this pandemic and how it continues to reshape the benefits world,
business as a whole, and our personal mindsets. Please register with WESK at
https://wesk.ca/e/webinar-riding-the-benefit-waves-of-covid-19-2/.

COVERAGE FOR OVER-AGE STUDENT DEPENDENTS
Do you have over-age dependent children
between the ages of 21 - 25 who have
registered for post-secondary education in the
fall? Have classes been fully cancelled or
partially suspended for the 2020 / 2021 school
year due to COVID-19?
If so, make sure you check with your insurance
carrier as to what the eligibility requirements
are for keeping your children on the benefits
plan for Extended Healthcare and Dental as
cancelled classes might impact their coverage
on your or your spouse's plan.

THE PANDEMIC WILL "FUNDAMENTALLY CHANGE" BENEFIT
AND PENSION PLANS
The pandemic has impacted just about every part of our lives, and our benefit and
pension plans are no exception. Read here what leading experts predict will happen
with plans both during and post-crisis.

KEY UPDATES
ENSURE THAT EMPLOYEE HOURS/SALARIES REPORTED TO
YOUR INSURER REFLECT THE ACTUAL AMOUNTS
Early on in the COVID-19 journey, many
group insurance carriers allowed a
temporary measure to maintain existing
levels of coverage for the earningsbased benefits (Life and Disability
Insurance) even if the salaries or hours
worked were reduced. If a claim was
approved, the benefit would be payable
based on the reported volume,
regardless of actual hours worked.
Some carriers are now clearly stating
that going forward, or by a specific date,
benefits will only be paid on actual
earnings. As is standard practice, any
disability claim would require pay
statements to prove income. Earnings
now need to be adjusted on your plan
administration site to reflect actual
hours worked.
Please check with your insurance
provider to see when you must have
salaries accurately reflected.

SOLUTIONS
WIEGERS FINANCIAL & BENEFITS' COVID-19
COMMUNICATIONS THAT YOU CAN MODIFY AND USE IN YOUR
WORKPLACE
Wiegers Financial & Benefits - like almost every other business in Canada - was thrust
into an unprecedented position when COVID-19 struck. We - like you - were forced to
give thought to, and make decisions about, something we had never dealt with, or even
thought about, before.
We are, however, exceedingly pleased with how our team pivoted and adapted to our
new normal. There are a lot of reasons for that but a big part of our success stems from
our ongoing communications with our team. More than ever, we provide regular, open,
and transparent communications that help significantly with keeping our team informed
and feeling secure in their knowledge of what was and is transpiring.
We realize that your circumstances, perspectives, and options are likely
different than ours but we'd be happy to share our COVID-19 communications
pieces with you so you can use them as templates for developing your own. If
you're interested, please reach out to Brenda Cubbon at (306) 244-0949 or
brenda.cubbon@wiegers.ca.

IDEAS FOR HOW YOU CAN GROW YOUR COMPANY CULTURE
TOO...INCLUDING DURING THE PANDEMIC
The pandemic has forced us to change how we grow our company culture too. Though
we're always looking for new ideas and we've faced challenges along the way, our
company culture - driven in large part by our company-supported social committee - is
stronger than ever. An anonymous August 2020 employee engagement survey of our
entire team shows that 88% of our team members strongly agree that they value our
social committee and what it does to promote company culture, while 12% somewhat
agree. We're very proud of these numbers, in part because they come at a time when
our team members continue to have little face-to-face interactions, and we continue to
rely heavily on digital forms of communication.
We speak more to how we've been growing our company culture during the
pandemic in this BeneFact. If you have other ideas or have had success doing
other things, please share. We're all in this together, and can grow from each
other's experiences!

NOTEWORTHY REMINDERS
WORLD SUICIDE PREVENTION DAY IS SEPTEMBER 10, 2020
World Suicide Prevention Day is a chance for everyone together in promoting
understanding about suicide: those impacted by a suicide attempt or loss, family or
friends, charitable organizations, professionals, politicians, volunteers, and community
members. Every year on September 10th, people in over 50 countries connect to Work
Together to Prevent Suicide. Please learn more here.

NOTEWORTHY REMINDERS
ORANGE SHIRT DAY IS SEPTEMBER 30, 2020

EVERY child matters.
Click here to learn more about Orange Shirt Day, the incredible story
behind it, and what you can do to lend support.

GROUP BENEFITS FAQS: A PRIVATE FACEBOOK
GROUP
Looking for a private online group where you can ask benefits-related questions, chat
with other employers and managers about their experiences, and ask for advice?
Wiegers Financial & Benefits' new private Facebook group- Group Benefits FAQs - is the
place! Simply ask to join; we'd love for you to join us!

PLEASE REMEMBER...

Thank you!
Stay well, stay safe, and stay optimistic!

We share this information with our clients and friends for general informational purposes
only. It does not necessarily address all of your specific issues. It should not be construed
as, nor is it intended to provide, legal advice. Questions regarding specific issues and
application of these rules to your plans should be addressed by your legal counsel.

